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What is Building Simulation
Building Performance Simulation:
9 A computer‐based,
t b d mathematical
th
ti l model
d l off some aspectt off b
building
ildi
performance based on fundamental physical principles and engineering
models.
9 A computer model of the energy processes within a building that are
intended to provide a thermally comfortable environment for the
occupants (or contents) of a building

What is Building Simulation

This is the fundamental
room air heat balance
equation.
You are not required to
know the model from a
mathematical point of view
b t you should
but
h ld understand
d t d
it from the perspective of
physics.

What is Building Simulation

The Simulation Process
The simulation process:
1.

Information gathering

2.

Data collection

3.

Identification of modelling goals

4.

Model‐building

5.

Run the simulation

6.

Debug

7.

Calibration

8.

Optimization

9.

Visualization of results

10. Interpretation of results
11. Design recommendations

The Simulation Process
9 In order to be proficient in simulation, one needs the ability to interpret the
outputs, or results.
9 What do these results mean?
9 Is it too hot in this space
p
in terms of occupant
p
comfort,, or not?
9 Does adding insulation thickness will increase comfort, or not?
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The Simulation Process
The major source of error in modelling is the
user:
¾

setting up the model, model
abstraction, interpretation of data, data
input, results interpretation, etc

¾

quality can be improved by providing
adequate training to the user

¾

and ensuring support, supervision and
expertise are available

Introduction to EnergyPlus
9 EnergyPlus has its roots in both the BLAST
and DOE–2 programs. BLAST (Building Loads
Analysis and System Thermodynamics) and
DOE–2 were both developed
p and released in
the late 1970s and early 1980s as energy
and load simulation tools
9 Born out of concerns driven by the energy
crisis of the early 1970s and recognition that
building energy consumption is a major
component of the American energy usage
9 Like its parent programs, EnergyPlus is an
energy analysis
l i and
d thermal
th
l load
l d simulation
i l ti
program

Introduction to EnergyPlus
Based on a user’s description of a building from the perspective of the
building’s physical make‐up, associated mechanical systems, etc., EnergyPlus
will calculate
9 heating and cooling loads necessary to maintain thermal control set
points,
9 conditions throughout the building and its systems
9 secondaryy HVAC system
y
and coil loads,,
9 the energy consumption of primary plant equipment
9 many other simulation details that are necessary to verify that the
simulation is performing as the actual building would.

Information Sources for EnergyPlus
¾ EnergyPlus website:
http://www.energyplus.gov
¾

Helpdesk
http://energyplus.helpserve.com/

¾

Support group
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/EnergyPlus_Support/

Information Sources for EnergyPlus
9 EnergyPlus Version 7.2.0: Building Simulation Tool
http://www.energyplus.gov
9 Legacy OpenStudio Version 1.0.9: plugin for the Google SketchUp
http://www.energyplus.gov
p //
gyp g
9 SketchUp 8: 3D drawing program
http://sketchup google com/
http://sketchup.google.com/
9 Inkscape 0.48.4: Vector graphics editor (SVG Viewer)
http://www inkscape org/
http://www.inkscape.org/
9 Climate Consultant 5.4: Weather data visualisation
h //
http://www.energy‐design‐tools.aud.ucla.edu/
d i
l
d l d /

Information Sources for EnergyPlus
9 NREL OpenStudio Youtube channel
htt //
http://www.youtube.com/user/NRELOpenStudio
t b
/
/NRELO
St di
9 openRevit's Youtube channel
http://www.youtube.com/user/openRevit
9 Webinar about building simulation, EnergyPlus, and OpenStudio Plug‐in
for Google SketchUp
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/media/energyplus_webinar_2_1
6 10.wmv
6_10.wmv

Weather Data
9 Climatic data are of great significance in estimating a
building’s
g capability
p
y to protect
p
its occupants
p
from the
outdoor climate and provide comfortable indoor climatic
conditions.
9 The amount of energy used in a building in order to smooth
out the influence of the outdoor climate is a direct result of
the microclimate around the building, amongst other
factors.
9 The lack of accurate climatic data could lead to bad design
of buildings that either consume excess energy or cannot
provide
id comfort.
f t

Weather Data
In principle, weather data for buildings simulation programmes
require climate information regarding the calculation of heating
and cooling loads, in the form of timeseries of hourly values for
a single year for several weather parameters, the most
important of which are:
9 air temperature;
p
;
9 solar radiation;
9 humidity;
humidity
9 wind speed and direction

Weather Data
9 These hourly data for a period of a year are supposed to
represent climatic conditions considered to be typical over a
long time period.
9 Hence
Hence, these data,
data covering a whole year,
year are not an
indicator of weather conditions to be met over the next year
or the next five yyears, but theyy represent
p
conditions
estimated to be average over a long period of time like 15, 20
or 30 years

Weather Data
9 The evolution of more sophisticated building simulation
software nowadays allows the utilization of more detailed
weather data both in time resolution and in the variety of
climate parameters.
9 Building simulation programmes today calculate a plethora of
different aspects
p
concerningg the interaction of a buildingg and
the microclimate,(e.g. thermal and lighting comfort, indoor air
quality).
9 Thus, the need of additional climatic parameters emerges that
previously did not exist or that were crudely calculated using
other weather parameters.

Weather Data
The development of building technology itself leads simulation
programmes to become more demanding with respect to weather
input parameters.
9 The need for subhourly data emerges especially in cases where
the construction of a building incorporates design aspects highly
dependent
p
on fluctuations of weather p
parameters ((Lightweight
g
g
building components, daylight design solutions, photovoltaic
cells).
9 This is of course true for most HVAC applications as well, where
the system’s capacitance is significantly lower than the
building’s capacitance.

Weather Data
The weather data needed
to determine the energy
behaviour of a building
and its systems should
cover four distinct p
periods:
9 a representative
heating season;
9 a representative
cooling season;
9 an extreme cold
period;
9 an extreme
t
warm
period.

Typical
weather
data

Extreme
weather
data

Weather Data
In principle, there can be a distinction between three different
types of weather data for building simulation purposes, based on
the
h way they
h derive
d i from
f
measured
d data.
d
These are:
9 Historical Years (HYs), for example, test reference year (TRY)
9 Typical Years (TYs), for example, typical meteorological year
(TMY)
9 Synthetic Years (SYs)
9 Actual Meteorological Years (AMY)
9 Climate Change Years (CCY).

Building Physics & Geometry
9 Building:
¾ Entire collection of interior and exterior features of the structure
¾ Buildings may consist of one or more zones
9 Zones:
¾ Group of surfaces that can interact with each other thermally and
have a common air mass at roughly the same temperature
¾ One or more rooms within a building
¾ Zones may consist of one or more surfaces

Building Physics & Geometry
9 Surfaces:
¾ Walls, Roofs, Ceilings, Floors, Partitions, Windows, Shading Devices
¾ One or more surfaces make up a zone
¾ Surfaces consist of a series of materials called a “construction”
9 Construction:
¾ Group of homogeneous one‐dimensional material layers
¾ Each surface must have a single construction definition
¾ Each construction is made up of one or more materials
9 Materials:
¾ Define the thermal properties for layers that are used to put
together a construction
¾ One or more material layers make a construction

Building Physics & Geometry
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Zone
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Surface

Surface
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… more surfaces

Only one construction per surface

Construction

Material
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Material

Material
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Building Physics & Geometry
Thermal zone definition very generic and does not answer the following
questions:
9 How many surfaces to a zone?
9 How manyy zones should be defined for a particular
p
building?
g
9 Should each room be a zone?
9 Can the entire building be a zone?

Building Physics & Geometry
Objectives of a study can dictate the size and number of thermal zones
9

“Block loads” or central plant study: sizing of heating and cooling plants
¾ Minimize number of zones (maybe only 1)

9 “ΔT” test: if there is an air temperature difference between adjacent
spaces, separate thermal zones are needed
¾ Might also be seen in different control types
9 Space usage/internal gains test:
¾ Differences in internal gains may result in different conditioning
requirements or distribution
9 Environmental conditions test: exposure to different thermal
surroundings/quantifying
di /
tif i the
th effect
ff t
¾ Different space orientations—solar gains / Εxposure to the ground

Building Physics & Geometry

Heat
balance
engine
models
room air
i as
well‐stirred
with
uniform
temperature
throughout.
throughout

Building Physics & Geometry
9 Thermal, not geometric, zones
9 Heat storage and heat transfer surfaces
¾ Heat transfer Æ only when expected to separate spaces of
significantly diff temps
 Exterior Walls, Roofs, Floors
¾ Heat storage surfaces Æ surfaces separating spaces of
same temperature

Building Physics & Geometry
Rules of Thumb:
¾ Simplify ‐ Think before typing
¾ Layout simple floor plan
¾ As few zones as necessary
¾ As few surfaces as necessaryy
¾ Surfaces, NOT volumes
¾ Is
I shading
h di iimportant?
t t?

Building Physics & Geometry
Rules of Thumb:
9 Combine similar zones
9 Use zone multipliers wisely
9 Combine vertically and horizontally

10 ZONES OR 6 OR 4 OR 2?

Building Physics & Geometry
Sizing all HVAC equipment

10 ZONES

Building Physics & Geometry
Sizing only the plant equipment

1 ZONE

Building Physics & Geometry
Defining zones using the environmental conditions criterion

6 ZONES

Building Physics & Geometry
Elevator

WC

Staircase Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Elevator

Staircase

Defining Zones

Storage
room
Office

WC

Offices

Offices
7 ZONES

Storage
room
Office

Building Physics & Geometry
D fi i Zones
Defining
Z

6
Zones

3
Zones

Adiabatic
surfaces

Building Physics & Geometry
Rules of Thumb:
9 One zone per major exposure minimum
9 Separate zones for different uses
9 Separate zones for different setpoints
p
zones for different fan systems
y
((and radiant systems)
y
)
9 Separate
9 Do not use “rooms” to determine zones

Schedules
In general, schedules are a way of specifying how
much
h or many off a particular
ti l quantity
tit is
i presentt or att
what level something should be set, including:
9 Occupancy density
9 Occupancy
p y activityy
9 Lighting
9 Thermostatic controls
9 Shading element density

Schedules
For internal gains, schedules allow us to come a little closer to
the real variation of building quantities than single values

% of peak
occupa
o
ancy

peak
a e age
average

reality
y

Schedules
EnergyPlus uses a hierarchy of schedule pieces to create
unique schedules
9 DaySchedule: 24 hour period of schedule values
9 WeekSchedule: Consists of various DaySchedule definitions
for an entire week
9 Schedule: Consists of various WeekSchedule definitions for
an entire year
9 ScheduleType: Optional feature that allows for some
validation and limitation of schedules (avoid mistakes)

Heat Gains
Heat Additions from Internal Heat Gains:
9 Sensible vs.
vs Latent
¾ Sensible—energy addition associated with (dry‐bulb) temperature
change in zone
¾ Latent—energy addition associate with moisture/humidity change in
zone

9 Sensible Heat Gains
¾ Convection
¾ Thermal (Long Wavelength) Radiation
¾ Visible (Short Wavelength) Radiation (generally lights only)

Heat Gains
People:
9 Peak Value
9 Schedule
9 Radiant fraction ((remainder of sensible ggain is convection))
9 Activity level schedule (W/person)
¾ Total heat ggain—broken up
p into sensible and latent fractions within the
program automatically

9 Thermal comfort reports
¾ Fanger
¾ Pierce Two‐Node
¾ Kansas State University Two‐Node

Air Exchange
9 Air is critical to sustaining life and also to the thermal
environment inside a building (comfort)
9 While a zone is defined by a common air mass at a particular
temperature, air is not static within a building
¾ Unintended flow into/out
/
of the building
¾ Purposeful flow into/out of the building
¾ Exchange between interior spaces

9 Air movement may result in energy transfer from one area to
gy impact
p on the zone and/or
/
another and thus has an energy
building
9 Understanding the energy impact of air movement is critical to
our understanding
d t di off how
h much
h energy iis required
i d tto maintain
i t i
thermally comfortable conditions within a space

Air Exchange
Air Changes per Hour (ACH):
9 Definition: fraction of room air volume exchanged with outside
air in a given hour
9 An ACH of 1.0 means that the entire air volume of a space is
replaced with outside air each hour
¾ Heat gain/loss can be significant
¾ Effect moderated by energy storage within the building

Air Exchange
Infiltration:
9 What is it?
¾ Definition: uncontrolled or unintended flow of outdoor air into a
building due to…
 Cracks
C k and
d other
th unintentional
i t ti
l openings
i
 Normal use of exterior doors
 Through
Th
h building
b ildi materials
t i l

9 What it’s not:
¾ Exfiltration: uncontrolled flow of indoor air out of the building, caused
by “pressurizing” the building through a mechanical system (no effect on
zone heat balance but effect on HVAC system)
y
)
¾ Ventilation: purposeful opening of windows or doors to promote air
exchange with the outside environment

Air Exchange
Infiltration:
9 Cause: pressure differential
¾ Flow of mass from higher pressure to lower pressure area

9 Driving forces:
¾ Wind
¾ Buoyancy
B
or ““stack”
t k” effect
ff t
¾ HVAC system
¾ Note:
N t allll off th
these can vary based
b d on llocation
ti within
ithi a b
building
ildi

Air Exchange
Ventilation:
9 Intent is to allow simple mechanical ventilation without
specifying an HVAC system or natural ventilation
9 Amount off ventilation
l
d
determined
db
by user defined
d f dd
design fl
flow
rate, schedule, and equation similar to infiltration (allows for
variation based on temperature difference and wind speed)
9 Type and control of ventilation determined by ventilation
specific
p
p
parameters

Air Exchange
Ventilation:
9 Control Parameters:
¾ Minimum Temperature: indoor (zone) air temperature below which
ventilation is shut off
¾ Maximum Indoor Temperature: indoor temperature above which
ventilation is shutoff.
¾ Delta Temperature: temperature differential between inside (zone) and
outside air below which ventilation is shut off (negative values allowed)

9 Advantage:
g can take effect of natural or simple
p forced
ventilation into account without a lot of input
9 Disadvantage: user must define the air flow rate (will not figure
out how much air flow there will be)

Air Exchange
Ventilation:
9 Control Parameters:
Mi i
Minimum
Indoor
I d
TTemperature
t

oC

H ti
Heating

Maximum Indoor Temperature

oC

Cooling

Delta Temperature

oC

Cooling

Minimum Outdoor Temperature

oC

Heating

Maximum Outdoor Temperature

oC

Cooling

Maximum Wind Speed

m/s

Chaos in room

Air Exchange
Mixing:
9 Used to move air from one zone to another
9 Only has an impact on the receiving zone—user must account
for energy impact on source zone through
Mixing, Infiltration, etc.
9 Can be used to set‐up
set up multiple air flow paths or a “circular”
circular
path between more than two zones
9 User
U mustt specify
if flow
fl rates
t and
d schedule
h d l

Air Exchange
Cross Mixing:
9 Used to exchange equal amount of air between two zones
9 Has an (equal) energy impact on both zones
9 Only needs to be defined once for one of the two zones
9 Only one cross mixing statement per zone
9 If mixing occurs with more than one zone, must use Mixing
9 User must specify flow rates and schedule

HVAC Input Overview
HVAC Input Overview:
9 The HVAC and equipment section of the EnergyPlus input data
dictionary and input data file are slightly more complex than
the description of building geometry, internal gains, etc.
because of the interconnections of the various parts of an
HVAC system.
9 In EnergyPlus, there are several portions to the HVAC
simulation. All of these parts must be correctly specified in
order to arrive at a valid simulation model.

HVAC Input Overview
Zone / Air Water / Refrigerant
Water /
Loop
Plant Loop / Plant Loop
LoopCondenser
Condenser Loop

“System” or
secondary
system meets
thermal loads
of the zones
((Zone Loop)
p)
Primaryy
system
(central plant)
produces or
converts
energy for use
by the
secondary
d
system (Plant
Loop)

HVAC Input Overview
HVAC Input Overview:
9 Hierarchical set of objects
¾ Loops (air, chilled & hot water, condenser)
¾ Supply and demand sides
¾ Topology of sides: branches, splitters, and mixers
¾ Branches: components along a single duct or pipe
¾ Components: specific pieces of equipment
¾ Nodes: store components’ inlet & outlet conditions

HVAC Input Overview
9 An E+ HVAC simulation consists of various components that are
connected physically in the actual system by ducts, piping, etc.
9 Every component in an HVAC system must have an inlet and
outlet “node”.
¾ In the actual system, a node might be a point in the system at which
fluid properties can be measured.
¾ In an EnergyPlus simulation, the nodes are points at which fluid
properties are evaluated and passed on to subsequent equipment.

9 Components are linked together to form various loops within
the simulation.
¾ Thus, the output node from one component also serves as the inlet
node to the next component.

Component

Node
Branch

HVAC Input Overview
HVAC Loops:
9 Loop Types:
¾ Air Loop
¾ Zone Equipment Loop

Zone / Air Loop

¾ Plant Loop Supply Side

Water / Plant Loop

¾ Plant Loop Demand Side

Refrigerant / Plant Loop

¾ Condenser Loop Supply Side
¾ Condenser Loop Demand Side

Water / Condenser Loop

CO
ONDENSER LOOP

PLANT LOOP

ZONE/AIR
Z
R LOOP

HVAC Loops
p

HVAC Input Overview

HVAC Loops
p

HVAC Input Overview

Zone / Air Water / Refrigerant
Water /
Loop
Plant Loop / Plant LoopCondenser
Loop Condenser Loop

SUPPLY SIDE LOOP PLANT LOOP

CONDENSER DEMAND SIDE LOOP

CONDENSER SUPPLY SIDE LOOP

ChW Pump Outlet Node

Cooling Supply Splitter
Cooling Supply Bypass Inlet
Node

GSHP Cooling
g
Inlet Node

ChW Supply Inlet Node
Cooling Condenser
Inlet Node

GSHP Cooling
ChW Supply Outlet Node

Condenser Supply
Outlet Node
GSHP Cooling
Outlet Node

Cooling Supply Bypass
Outlet Node

Cooling Supply Mixer

Condenser Demand
Inlet Node

Condenser Demand Entrance
Pipe Outlet Node
Cooling Condenser
Outlet Node

Cooling Supply Exit Pipe
Inlet Node

Condenser Demand
Splitter

Condenser Supply Exit
Pipe Inlet Node

Condenser Supply Mixer

Condenser GHE
Outlet Node

Condenser Demand
Bypass Inlet Node

Condenser Supply
yp
Outlet Node
Bypass

Ground Heat Exchanger

Condenser Demand
Bypass Outlet Node

Heating Supply Exit Pipe
Inlet Node

Heating Supply Mixer
Heating Supply Bypass
Outlet Node

Heating Condenser
Inlet Node

Condenser GHE
Inlet Node

Condenser Demand Mixer
Condenser Demand
Exit Pipe Inlet Node

GSHP Heating
Outlet Node

Condenser Supply Splitter

Condenser Supply
Inlet Node
Condenser Demand
Outlet Node

HW Supply Outlet Node

GSHP Heating
HW Supply Inlet Node

Heating
g Supply
pp y Bypass
yp
Inlet
Node

GSHP Heating Inlet
Node

Heating Supply Splitter

HW Pump Outlet Node

Heating Condenser
Outlet Node

Condenser Pump
Outlet Node

Condenser Supply
Bypass Inlet Node

HVAC Input Overview

Controls
Controls:
9 Almost all buildings are “controlled thermal environments”
9 To calculate how much energy is required to maintain the
appropriate thermal environment,
environment an energy simulation
program needs the control strategy
9 Resulting heating and cooling loads can be a good basis for
comparing different envelope designs before addressing
HVAC issues

Controls
Controls zone to a specified temperature
Control options include:
No heating or cooling, zone “floats”

9 0 – Uncontrolled
9 1 – Single heating setpoint

Heats to setpoint, no
cooling

9 2 – Single
g coolingg setpoint
p

Cools to setpoint, no
heating

9 3 – Single heating/cooling setpoint
9 4 – Dual setpoint with deadband

“Perfect”
control

Heating below lower setpoint,
setpoint
Cooling above higher setpoint,
Zone “floats” in deadband between setpoints

Controls
Controls:
9 Zone Control objects are used to control zone conditions to
a specific setpoint. There are four types of zone control are:
¾ Thermostat
¾ Humidistat
¾ Thermostat:ThermalComfort
¾ Thermostat:OperativeTemperature

Thank you
Q
Questions?
ti
?
Contact Details
e‐mail:
simeonagas@gmail.com
LinkedIn:
https://ie.linkedin.com/in/simeonoxizidis

